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Henery Press, United States, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. A SATISFYING MYSTERY WITH COMPLEX CHARACTERS. Sub-Genre Tags:
Humorous Mystery, Amateur Sleuths, Women Sleuths, Southern Mystery Aggie vacations with Sam
and Meredith at a Texas Hill Country dude ranch with plans to advise her column readers how to
stay young and fresh in summer. Except for wranglers, dudes, heat, snakes and poison ivy, what
could go wrong? When an expert rider is thrown from a horse and lies in a coma, Aggie is
convinced somebody caused the fall. Despite Sam s warnings, Aggie is determined to expose the
assailant. She concocts ingenious sleuthing methods that strain their dicey relationship as she
probes secrets of the ranch and its inhabitants. After she scatters a hornet s nest of cowboys, she
discovers more than one hombre in the bunch would like to slit her throat. Praise for DANG NEAR
DEAD: Spiced with up-and-down encounters between Sam and Aggie-she thinks she loves him but is
determined to solve the crime despite Sam s warnings-make Dang Near Dead a satisfying mystery
with complex characters and a plot that builds to a satisfying crescendo. - Diane...
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Extremely helpful to all type of folks. It is among the most awesome pdf i actually have study. I found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf
to discover.
-- Da ya na  Tur ner-- Da ya na  Tur ner

This book will be worth purchasing. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert
when you total looking over this ebook.
-- Aida n Jer de DV M-- Aida n Jer de DV M
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